We outline a systematic nonperturbative derivation of a hierarchy of closed systems of moment equations that can be applied to any kinetic description of electrons in a semiconductor. This entropy based closure procedure extends one that was introduced in the context of gas dynamics. In the context of semiconductors, this procedure yields generalizations of socalled hydrodynamic models. It is illustrated on the semiclassical Boltzmann-Poisson equation for a single conduction band in the parabolic band approximation.
INTRODUCTION
An entropy based procedure has been proposed in [4] to construct systems of moment equations from any kinetic description of an isolated physical system. Here we extend this procedure to physical systems in contact with a thermal bath, such as electrons in a semiconductor. The resulting equations properly capture macroscopic regimes in the limit of small mean free paths, while yielding physically reasonable values for physical fluxes (and other quantities) in transition regimes. Such models may provide a bridge over the transition regime that may be useful in the construction of hybrid macroscopic/kinetic simulations.
The closure procedure can be applied to a general class of kinetic theories but is herein illustrated on the semiclassical Boltzmann-Poisson equation for a single conduction band using the parabolic band approximation. The velocity of a carrier electron is therefore related to its wave number k by v hk/m e, where m e is the effective electron mass. Specifically, we consider F F(t,x,v), a carrier electron distribution function of time t, position x and velocity v that is governed by tF + v. VxF qe E" VvF C(F). 
In either case it is assumed that (0frl(f) C(f)} <_ 0 for every f, (1.5) and that for every f the following are equivalent: [3] ), thus formally closing the system. The closure proceeds in two steps. The first ensures that every member of the hierarchy is hyperbolic and has an entropy. This implies that, unlike for many traditional approaches, the resulting equations are formally well-posed. The second step involves modifying the collisional terms so that each member of the hierarchy recovers the proper drift-diffusion approximation. This is done through the introduction of generalized BGK type collision operators. Here we will outline only the first step; all the details of both steps as well as discussions of boundary conditions and numerical methods are presented in [5] .
Some [4] .
The closure procedure may now be stated simply. Let F in the moment system (2.1) have the form F 91aC(l.) )yq* (l.rm(v)), (2.4) ((Vvm)9(oz)) and (mC(evf(ot))). Each admissible space generates such a closure, and the hierarchy of such closures is partially ordered by the relation a acting on the admissible spaces. For the admissible space span{1,v,lvl 9 } with Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, the form of F given by (2.4) will be that of a shifted (drifted) Maxwellian [6] while the moment system (2.5) will becomes a "hydrodynamic" model [5] .
The moment system (2.5) has remarkable structural features that make it highly attractive theoretically and that facilitate its practical implementation. This structure can be brought out by recasting the moment system (2.5) in terms of the density potential h* and the flux potential j* defined by h* (et) _= (rl* (etTm)), j* (et) (vrl* (aT"m)), (2.6) and the vectors of lower order terms l* and collisional relaxation terms r* defined by l*(t)-((Vvm)M0x), r*(ot)-((m C(M(et))). (2.7) Differentiating (2.6) with respect to o using (2.4) yields the relations hh(t)-(mYv/(t)), j(t)= (vmevf(t)), (2.8) where the right sides are just the moment densities and fluxes that appear in (2.5). The closed moment system (2.5) can therefore be put into the so-called potential form of Godunov [2] th(t,) + 'x jx(1,) + qe E 1" (t) r* (t). (2.9) me Moreover, because each component of v and Vvm is in each component of either the flux potential j* and the lower order terms l* is itself a moment density and hence expressible as a derivative of the density potential h*. Therefore, evaluating the left side of (2.9) requires only a twice differentiable evaluation of the scalar function h* in terms of o. Of course, such an evaluation of h* is generally going to be quite complicated, but this is the price to be paid for the structural simplicity that emerges [4, 5] .
The moment system (2.5) has many desirable properties that can be read off from its potential form (2.9), many of which are lacking in traditional closures. The most important of these is its hyperbolicity, which ensures that the system is at least linearly wellposed. This property follows from the fact that the density potential h* h*(o0 is a strictly convex function with a positive definite Hessian matrix h(ct)-(mmrgv[(ct)). (2. 10)
The hyperbolicity of (2.9) then becomes evident upon rewriting it in the form hha(a)i}tet. + j(1.) Vxet, + qe E I* (a) r* (x). me (2.11)
By the positive definiteness of h*a and the symmetry of j*a, this has the Godunov form of a symmetric hyperbolic system for e, [2] .
Another important property of the moment system (2.5) that is exposed by the its potential form (2.9) is the existence of an entropy that is locally dissipated. is establishes the dissipative chacter of (2.12).
Moreover, e chacterization (1.6) of the equilibria of C shows that equilibria of r* e analogously chacterized by the equivalence of the following statements:
(i) arr (a) 0, (ii) r* (a) 0, (iii) () is an equilibrium of the form (1.12). (2.17) Finally, by using (1.10), e electron entropy density and flux that appe in (2.12) may be put into the fo arh(a) h*(a) (aTm(a)) It is seen from (2.15) and (2.18) at the local dissipation law (2.12) for the moment system is exactly the local dissipation law (1.9) for the Boltzmann-Poisson system evaluated at F M(a). is entropy structure implies [5] that, when expressed in terms of the entropy densities, each moment system (2.5) fits into the framework of "extended thermodynamics" [7] and, more generally, relaxation systems ].
